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Background
Generally air quality in Chester is good. The Council has been monitoring air
pollution levels in and around Chester for many years. Monitoring results confirm that
air quality in Chester complies with the national air quality standards for a range of
pollutants. The exception to this is an area surrounding the city centre close to the
inner ring road where monitoring has shown nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels to be
consistently above the national objective concentrations.
The national objective level is the level of a pollutant at which no harm to health is
likely to occur. There are two targets for NO2, an hourly average and an annual
average. There have been no recorded exceedances of the hourly target but the
annual mean target level has been exceeded at a number of locations for a number
of years.
In 2008 the former Chester City Council declared the Boughton gyratory an Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA) for exceedances of the nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
annual mean. Further monitoring by Cheshire West and Chester Council conducted
since then has confirmed that exceedances at the Boughton gyratory are part of a
broader picture with multiple exceedances around the Chester inner ring road. As a
consequence of this the Council declared the whole of Chester city centre and
stretches of major approach roads an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) on 23
May 2017.
Figure 1 below shows the extent of the AQMA highlighted in red, it includes the inner
ring road and all roads within it as well as the Boughton gyratory, Watergate Street
and part of Parkgate Road, Liverpool Road and Hoole Road.
The Council has a legal duty to produce an Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) with the
objective of meeting the legal limit as quickly as possible within constraints on
budgets and regulatory powers. Since declaring the AQMA the Council has
undertaken further assessment work and a draft Action Plan has been produced by
our consultant Bureau Veritas. This document is a summary of the measures
proposed within the draft Action Plan but the full document can be viewed as part of
this consultation.
It should be noted that Chester is not unique and many towns and cities across
England and Wales are experiencing similar issues. Cheshire West and Chester
already has a Low Emission Strategy (LES) aimed at reducing pollution from vehicles
across the borough, including NO2 emissions. This Action Plan is about ensuring the
legal limit for nitrogen dioxide is achieved within the AQMA.
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Figure 1 – Extent of Chester AQMA

Why is NO2 an issue?
NO2 has been identified as contributing to respiratory and cardiovascular illness. If
you live in and around the inner ring road, and your health is good, the levels of NO2
are unlikely to have any short-term health effects. The long-term effects however
can result in a gradual deterioration in health of people who are already suffering
from respiratory problems, and an increased susceptibility to respiratory infections
amongst healthy individuals. This is why the government have introduced a legal
limit and why it is essential that we take action to meet that limit.
What is the cause of the problem?
The main cause of the issue has been confirmed as traffic emissions of NOx (oxides
of nitrogen) which includes nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Different vehicles produce
different amounts of NOx. Larger vehicles such as buses and HGVs and older
vehicles, particularly older diesel vehicles, produce more NOx than new vehicles.
Newer vehicles, including diesels, are ‘cleaner’ due to technology such as catalytic
converters and particulate filters. Alternative fuel vehicles such as hybrids and in
particular plug-in electric vehicles produce far less roadside pollution. Fully electric
vehicles produce zero tailpipe emissions.
Chester inner ring road is the road network that surrounds and serves Chester city
centre and links all of the main feeder roads in and out of the city. At peak times the
network can become congested as volumes of traffic exceed its capacity particularly
at key junctions. The result of this is slow moving and queueing traffic at a number of
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locations around the city centre. This combined with a high number of buses, HGVs
and cars are the main cause of the exceedance of the annual NO2 objective.
It is important to be aware that the problem is not just confined to the ring road nor
does it affect the ring road in a uniform manner. Exceedances of the NO2 national
objective on the approach roads of Liverpool Road, Parkgate Road, Watergate
Street, the A51 and Christleton Road have been confirmed with the highest levels
found at junctions, roundabouts and on busy roads where there are buildings on both
sides of the road causing a street canyon.
It is also important to note that the concentration of NO2 drops rapidly with distance
from the roadside as a result of chemical reactions in the air and dilution.
Consequently air quality at the majority locations within the inner ring road meets the
legal limit for NO2. However the AQMA includes the whole of the city centre because
it is the presence of the shops and businesses that attract the traffic to the town
centre and are, at least in part, the cause of the AQMA and therefore must form part
of the solution.
Options to improve air quality
As the cause of the problem is traffic and we know that traffic emissions are worst
when vehicles are queueing or slow moving, ideally we want to
1. reduce the number of vehicles within the AQMA
2. reduce congestion
3. replace diesel and petrol vehicles with ultra-low emission vehicles with zero
NO2 emissions.
Ultimately it may not be possible to achieve compliance with the objective for NO2 in
the short term. Whilst there is a need to reduce pollution levels, it is equally
important to avoid creating new issues or aggravating existing issues at other
locations either as a consequence of new developments or displacing emissions to
other areas.

Why should I get involved?
We all have a role to play to improve air quality, not just in the AQMA but across the
borough and beyond. We would encourage all residents, local businesses and
stakeholders to take part in this consultation. The responsibility for reducing
emissions and protecting the health and environment is everyone’s.
The proposed Action Plan
The Council appointed consultants, Bureau Veritas, to explore potential solutions to
the problem and report their findings. The report is a technical document following
the template required by central government which consequently makes it difficult to
read in places.
The proposed options have been considered by the Council in accordance with the
likely improvements they could deliver to air quality against their feasibility and cost.
In total 32 potential measures were identified and assessed.
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Following this qualitative assessment, 10 of these measures have been identified as
unfeasible and it is proposed to exclude them from the action plan. These measures
are set out in Table A1 in Appendix 1 and we welcome views on the proposal to
exclude them from the Action Plan. An additional 11 measures found in Table A2 in
Appendix 1 are effectively duplicates of measures identified within the Low Emission
Strategy which have already been consulted on and approved and consequently
have been removed from the consultation.
Table 1 below sets out the remaining 11 measures for possible inclusion in the Action
Plan.

Table 1 – Air Quality Action Plan Measures
Measure
No. (As
per BV
Action
Plan)

Measure

Measure
description

Target NO2
pollution
reduction in
AQMA

Progress to
date

Promoting low emission transport
7

Encourage and support
the retrofitting or
upgrade of private hire
vehicles / taxis to LPG
engines.

LPG vehicles emit
lower NOx levels and
the council could
encourage operators
to convert their diesel
vehicles.

Less than 1
microgram per
cubic metre
3
(µg/m )

Licensing policy
review
commenced.

8

Update taxi / private
hiring policy

To amend taxi policy
to accelerate the
uptake of ultra-low
emission vehicles
similar to Measure 7.

Less than 1
3
µg/m

Licensing policy
review
commenced.

Improving physical
infrastructure such as
bus stops, digital
timetables and
contactless payment
to encourage and
increase bus use.

Less than 1
3
µg/m

Ongoing

Promoting travel alternatives
13

Public transport
infrastructure
improvements

Chester Bus
Interchange
complete.
Improvements
planned for
Ellesmere Port
bus station
Two main
operators offer
contactless
payment.
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Measure
No. (As
per BV
Action
Plan)

Measure

Measure
description

Target NO2
pollution
reduction in
AQMA

Progress to
date

14

Incentivise public
transport usage, e.g.
- provision of
information about
existing services
- campaigns
- season ticket
loan/discounts
- subsidised tickets

Removing barriers to
travel is a key
element of the Low
Emission Strategy
and the provision of
quality information as
per Measure 22
below is an integral
part of this.

Less than 1
3
µg/m

Ongoing

16

Flexible working and
home working
encouraged

The aim is to reduce
vehicle movements at
peak hours resulting
in reduced
congestion.

Less than 1
3
µg/m

To be
incorporated into
Measure 22 –
Raising
awareness

17

Promoting car club / car
sharing schemes / car
pooling

This measure
considers alternative
car ownership models
such as car clubs and
the use of car share
websites.

Less than 1
3
µg/m

As per Measure
22 – Raising
awareness

As per Measure
22 – Raising
awareness

Traffic management
20

On and off-street
parking charges linked
to vehicle emission
standards - including
any residents permits

Consider using
variable parking costs
and other incentives
to promote the uptake
of ultra-low emission
vehicles.

Less than 1
3
µg/m

Not commenced.

22

Parking restrictions

Restricting long term
parking opportunities
within the city centre
could encourage
greater use of Park
and Ride and public
transport.

Greater than 1
3
µg/m

Not yet
commenced

The use of digital
signage can assist in
ensuring traffic
movements are
minimised.

Negligible

Ongoing
consideration of
available
technology

Public Information
25

Improve signage at
main road junctions
within the AQMA
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Measure
No. (As
per BV
Action
Plan)

Measure

Measure
description

Target NO2
pollution
reduction in
AQMA

Progress to
date

26

Improve signage and
cycle route/parking

Review signage to
ensure it assists safe
cycle access to the
city centre.

Negligible

Ongoing

28

Education and ecodriving courses to train
fleet drivers to drive in a
way that minimises
emissions

Vehicle emissions
can be reduced by
good driving. The
provision of courses
can assist in providing
the necessary
education.

Negligible

Driver courses
offered by
Council and
available by
other providers.

Discussion of proposed measures
The draft Action Plan is not stating that all of these measures will be introduced but
rather that we are still actively exploring those listed, and public consultation is an
important part of this process.
Promoting Low Emission Transport measures
Measure 7 – The retrofitting and/or upgrading of private hire and taxis to LPG would
result in lower nitrogen NOx emissions. There are few policy controls that could
assist with private hire vehicles, especially as many are licensed by other authorities.
Taxis however are exclusively licensed by the Council and presently there is an age
policy to require taxis to retire when they reach a certain age to ensure ongoing
emission improvements across the fleet. It is possible to utilise policy to incentivise
LPG conversions by allowing converted vehicles to remain on the road beyond the
date they would otherwise be retired at.
Measure 8 – This measure is aimed at considering how policy can be updated to
encourage or compel taxi and private hire operators to move toward ultra-low
emission vehicles over an appropriate timeframe. As per Measure 7, there is little
scope to influence private hire but taxis can be addressed through policy measures.
There is a considerable capital outlay faced by taxis operatives but the savings
offered by using electric rather than diesel as a fuel and the lower maintenance cost
and road tax can mean the payback period is very short and can offer considerable
savings over the lifetime of the vehicle. Consequently it is believed that there is
scope to consider policy changes for this end but only with the support of the trade.
Promoting travel alternatives measures
Measure 13 – Improving public transport infrastructure can help to increase bus use
for example by providing bus shelters reducing the need to wait in the rain or
introducing contactless payment to avoid the need to find change.
Some
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infrastructure is the responsibility of the council, such as bus shelters for example.
Other measures such as contactless payment rest with the operators. The Council
already works in partnership with local operators to improve facilities but prioritising
this area may deliver further improvements sooner. As part of a package of
measures, bus use can be increased but this is likely to be limited to a certain extent
by the ease in which people can access the city centre by car.
Measure 14 – Incentivising public transport usage is a challenge as the Council does
not have any control over the provision of bus services (with the exception of the
Park and Ride service). We are able to work with operators to promote services,
subsidise a limited number of routes and provide a platform to assist in the delivery of
information through the iTravel Smart mobile app. There is an opportunity to
complement this and broaden the information provided through the provision of a
new air quality information website.
Measure 16 – Flexible working and home working opportunities have increased
considerably with the advent of new technology, in particular mobile phones, 4G and
the internet, at comparatively low cost. Not all companies are aware of the potential
benefits or how their business may take advantage of them. Similarly not all
companies need to operate within the traditional times of 9am to 5pm, many aspects
of some jobs can be done outside of this structure. Increasing the number of vehicle
movements in rush hour can have a positive effect on emissions.
Measure 17 – Car clubs and car share schemes have proved popular in parts of the
country. Car share can offer significant cost savings to participants for example with
fuel and parking savings. Car clubs provide members with access to a car on a need
basis at discounted hire rates with cars located at convenient locations and at short
notice. Where good public transport exists, car share and access to a car club can
make car ownership unnecessary providing additional savings on tax and insurance.
Increasingly more people are looking at alternative models of car ownership and
promoting such alternatives and the benefits may assist in reducing emissions and
improving public transport as well as saving people money and improving health
through cleaner air and increased walking and cycling.
Traffic Management measures
Measure 20 – The linking of on-street and off-street parking charges and the
provision of parking permits with vehicle emissions, applying higher charges for more
polluting vehicles, is not a new concept. The principle is that increasing fees for
conventional engine vehicles and reducing fees for ultra-low emission vehicles will
incentivise the uptake of environmentally friendly vehicles. There is an economic
argument as well to support this approach as the cost of poor air quality to society is
high in terms of reduced lifespan, poor health and lost productivity. Similarly resident
parking permit could be allocated on the same principle. Demand within the AQMA
now exceeds provision of residents parking and the introduction of a priority scheme
for residents should be considered.
Measure 22 – Apply parking restrictions, such as restricting long stay parking within
the city centre could result in a significant shift by employees within the AQMA and
visitors toward public transport or other sustainable transport measures. It has been
implemented in other cities such as Oxford with a high degree of success and it is
appropriate that further consideration is given to it.
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Public Information
Measure 25 – Improved signage at main junctions within the AQMA could result in
lower emissions by reducing driver errors such as taking the wrong turn or finding
themselves stuck in the wrong lane. Assisting drivers getting to their destination by
the shortest or least congested route can result in improved air quality. Digital
technology offers greater opportunity to provide live updates on digital signage on
things such as road closures or where available parking spaces can be found. It is
worth considering technological advances further and how they may be of benefit in
reducing emissions. It should be noted that the much increased use of satnavs by
drivers, particularly those driving in an unfamiliar town or city, reduces the
dependence on traditional signage but they can assist in communicating real time
traffic information.
Measure 26 – The improved signage of cycle routes and cycle parking is a measure
that seeks to encourage people to consider cycling as an alternative form of transport
where practical. Signage can direct people to safe cycling routes, calm traffic and
improve people’s perception of risk. Whilst cycling is unlikely to deliver tangible
benefits in the life time of this Action Plan, it should be encouraged as a sustainable
travel option with the infrastructure needs recognised.
Measure 28 – The provision of driver education courses, particularly for large fleet
operators, can result in lower vehicle pollution emissions. Awareness of such
courses is believed to be low and the benefits, linked with defensive driving and
reduced employee road incidents, can lead to tangible savings for companies. The
Council provides a course for young drivers with an eco-driving element and it may
be possible to further promote this and similar courses available.

The consultation process
We would like to find out your views on the proposed Action Plan and over the next
12 weeks we will be engaging with the community. The consultation will close on 26
January 2020 with a view to finalising and publishing the plan no later than April
2020.
If you have any further questions or wish to discuss any related issues then please
do not hesitate to contact the Environmental Protection Team on 0300 123 7038 or
by email environmentalprotection@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk.
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Appendix A

Table A1 – Measures excluded from Air Quality Action Plan on grounds of feasibility.
BV
Measure
number

Measure

Potential impact on
air quality in the
local area
(0 = Negligible 1 =
Small 3 = Medium 5 =
Large)

Likely feasibility /
acceptability

1

2

Further details

(0 = not feasible 1 =
unlikely / low 2 = likely /
medium 3 = very likely /
high

Cost
(- 3 = very high
(£250k+) -2 = high
(£100k - £250k) -1 =
medium (£20k £100k) 0 = low (£0 £20k)

Freight partnerships
for city centre
deliveries

5

0

-3

HGV are a significant contributor
however they are generally national
or multinational companies
operating to complex logistical
schedules. Securing co-operation
and co-ordination would take a
significant effort and would require
significant capital investment. This
is not deliverable in the lifetime of
this action plan.

Freight delivery and
service plans, e.g.
work with local
distribution centres to
change delivery
routes/reduce
emissions

0

0

-1

As above, working with multiple
freight operators would be difficult.
Also there is little scope to change
routes in a way that would deliver
measurable reductions in
emissions.
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BV
Measure
number

Measure

Potential impact on
air quality in the
local area
(0 = Negligible 1 =
Small 3 = Medium 5 =
Large)

Likely feasibility /
acceptability

Further details

(0 = not feasible 1 =
unlikely / low 2 = likely /
medium 3 = very likely /
high

Cost
(- 3 = very high
(£250k+) -2 = high
(£100k - £250k) -1 =
medium (£20k £100k) 0 = low (£0 £20k)

3

Strategic routing of
HGVs / freight

1

0

-2

Measures that primarily rely on
transferring emissions from one
area to another rather than
reducing emissions are not
considered appropriate.
Irrespective the options for
rerouting are very limited due to the
small size of the city centre.

4

To support and
facilitate the
introduction of a
HGV/LGV fleet
operator recognition
scheme for good
driving including
efficient use of fuel.

0

3

-1

The opportunity for companies to
operate a Fleet Operator
Recognition Scheme already exists
and many operators in the borough
already do. There is no dedicated
resource available to deliver this
measure and haulage companies
are likely to be aware of it already.

5

Collaborating with
freight operators to
introduce low emission
vehicles into the LGV
and HGV fleet

0/1

0

1

The decision by companies to
introduce low emission vehicles will
be based on commercial and
legislative requirements. Presently
there are few alternatives available
for HGVs and little infrastructure to
support them. LGVs are likely to
increase overtime as more vehicle
options and charging facilities come
online.
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BV
Measure
number

Measure

Potential impact on
air quality in the
local area
(0 = Negligible 1 =
Small 3 = Medium 5 =
Large)

Likely feasibility /
acceptability

Further details

(0 = not feasible 1 =
unlikely / low 2 = likely /
medium 3 = very likely /
high

Cost
(- 3 = very high
(£250k+) -2 = high
(£100k - £250k) -1 =
medium (£20k £100k) 0 = low (£0 £20k)

9

Low Emission Zone /
Clean Air Zone

5

0

-3

Costs associated are very high.
Authorities mandated by the
government to introduce such
scheme have communicated great
reluctance due to cost. Any scheme
needs to be supported by an
excellent public transport system.

19

Encouraging residents
and visitors to use car
share.

1

Less than 1 µg/m

1

This is effectively a duplicate of 17
included in the consultation.

21

Waiting and loading
restrictions / Keep
clear zones

0

1

1

Major thoroughfares already have
such restrictions so the main
objective would be to deter traffic
from certain areas and direct it to
short term car parks.

23

Traffic signal control
for smoother traffic
movement at the main
junctions within
AQMA, e.g. install
smart traffic lights

0

3

-3

An Urban Traffic Management
Control system is already operated
within the City Centre and around
the ring road. It is unlikely that this
option can provide any significant
improvement.

24

Implementation of bus
lanes/low emission
vehicle lane

1

0

-3

There are a small number of bus
lanes in operation however the
scope to expand these without
creating considerable displacement
of existing traffic or further
congestion is extremely limited.

3
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Table A2 – Measures excluded from Air Quality Action Plan consultation as they have already been approved through the Low
Emission Strategy and are subject to implementation

Measure
number

Measure

Potential impact on
air quality in the
local area
(0 = Negligible 1 =
Small 3 = Medium 5 =
Large)

Likely feasibility /
acceptability

Further details

(0 = not feasible 1 =
unlikely / low 2 = likely /
medium 3 = very likely /
high

Cost
(- 3 = very high
(£250k+) -2 = high
(£100k - £250k) -1 =
medium (£20k £100k) 0 = low (£0 £20k)

6

Collaborating with bus
operators to introduce
ultra-low emission
vehicles and/or to
retrofit emission
abatement to older
vehicles.

3

1

-3

The Council already works closely
with local bus operators to try and
deliver these outcomes but
importantly has few powers to
require them to take action.
Partnership working and the use of
grants are critical as associated
costs are high for new electric
buses.

10

Alternative fuel (EV)
infrastructure
development in town
centre

3

3

-3

Long term the introduction of EV
charging infrastructure will deliver
significant reductions in emissions
although these are not expected
before 2025 so impact will be small
for some time. Implementation of
this has already commenced.

11

Procuring low
emission vehicles for
council-owned fleets

1

3

0

The Council is seeking to lead by
example and the cost is low if
vehicles are replaced at the end of
their life plus considerable
operational savings realised over
time.
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Measure
number

Measure

Potential impact on
air quality in the
local area
(0 = Negligible 1 =
Small 3 = Medium 5 =
Large)

Likely feasibility /
acceptability

Further details

(0 = not feasible 1 =
unlikely / low 2 = likely /
medium 3 = very likely /
high

Cost
(- 3 = very high
(£250k+) -2 = high
(£100k - £250k) -1 =
medium (£20k £100k) 0 = low (£0 £20k)

12

Work together with
developers to promote
the inclusion of electric
charging points for
electric/hybrid vehicles
at new development
sites

1

3

0

This is now a requirement of the
local plan and all new development
must comply with this.

15

Behaviour change
campaigns to reduce
single occupancy car
trips

1

3

1

This is effectively a duplicate of 17
included in the consultation.

18

Park and ride
schemes with Euro VI
and ULEV vehicles

3

3

-3

The Council Park and Ride service
operates a fleet of Euro VI buses. It
is the ambition to change to an
electric bus fleet when the current
contract expires. But the
commitment to thoroughly explore
this has been confirmed in the LES.

27

Work together with
developers to improve
sustainable transport
links serving new
developments

1

3

0

This is now a requirement of the
local plan and all new development
must comply with this.
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Measure
number

Measure

Potential impact on
air quality in the
local area
(0 = Negligible 1 =
Small 3 = Medium 5 =
Large)

Likely feasibility /
acceptability

Further details

(0 = not feasible 1 =
unlikely / low 2 = likely /
medium 3 = very likely /
high

Cost
(- 3 = very high
(£250k+) -2 = high
(£100k - £250k) -1 =
medium (£20k £100k) 0 = low (£0 £20k)

3

1

This measure forms part of the
Raising Awareness measure
identified in the Low Emission
Strategy. A new website is
currently being commissioned and
the Council operate an award
winning sustainable travel mobile
app called iTravel Smart

1

This is already done at just over
100 locations and is subject to
annual review. Additional
monitoring requirements already
form part of this process in
accordance with statutory technical
guidance.

29

Provision of high
quality, bespoke and
accessible information
on sustainable travel,
e.g. on a dedicated
travel website with
route/mode options

3.

30

Local air quality
monitoring within the
borough to ensure a
high standard of data
is achieved

0

31

Low Emission Strategy

5

3

1

Already approved and published
with measures being implemented
in accordance with the
implementation plan.

32

Anti-idling
enforcement at all onstreet locations

0

3

0

This measure was adopted and
introduced in June 2019. The
Council has targeted a number of
hotspots of which Chester city
centre is one.

3
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